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Chocolate = Cocoa
Where it comes from



Cocoa comes from  the 
rainforest 

• Rainforest is where it rains a lot and where it 
is very hot, that's why lots of plants grow 
there

• We can find rainforsets in Asia, Africa, south 
and middle America 



Here are the rainforests…



• Cocoa grows in the rainforests.

• Cocoa plant can grow until 4 -8 meters height 

• Cocoa plants has got a big oval shaped and 
light green leaves .

• It is evergreen and has also flowers on its 
branches all year long.

Rainforest and cocoa



Cocoa plant



Cocoa flowers

All year long its trunk and its oldest branches 
produce  little pink flowes with five petals. They 
grow  as little nosegays on the bark.  

All around the tree we can find lots of gnats 
who usually feed on nectar from these flowers, 
and consequently   pollinate them.



Cocoa fruit
• Its name is  cocoa bean.

• Only a part of the flowers of the tree, will be 
pollinated by the gnats  and the plant would 
give fruit just in case of no decreasing in 
temperature or no lacking  water



Animals in the forest are 
good farmers

• If the man do not harvest,  full blown cocoa 
beans fall down on the ground . As they are a 
delicious food for the animals of the forest, 
these ones eat its flesh and leave the seeds on 
the soil so that they can   fast germinate



The harvest
• The cocoa bean is harvested when it is full grown

• Different tools are used as the machete,the grass 
shears, hooks…

• After harvesting , cocoa beans have to be opened by 
the machete to take the beans out from the white 
flesh .



Here are the seeds…

• Seeds are oval shaped, flat, and dark purple. 
Each seed contains sugar, fat,albuminoids and 
coloring .



The journey of cocoa

• Dried seeds are put in saks which are carried 
by big lorries to the harbour.

• Afer that they are loaded on the ships down 
and after a long navigation they get to another 
harbour where they are newly carried by 
other lorries towards factories 



• When seeds get to the factory they are and 
mixed to leaves and soil....

• They need to be cleaned.

• Then they need to be peeled.

• After having peeled they have to be toasted

• They need to be mashed 

• The mash is then mixed with other 
ingredients to obtain the  chocolate.

• Finally, a shape is given to the chocolate ( 
eggs, chocolate bars, pralines)

Seeds are ready 



Cocoa history

• Cocoa story starts with the discovery of America

• Cristoforo Colombo was the first who met cocoa 
plant in 1502 but in this occasion he did not pay 
attention to this plant.   When he arrived at a 
little unknown island,called Ganayahe he met a 
group of  natives who offered him some 
presents included  cocoa seeds, which were 
used to prepare a refreshing,  spumy  but bitter-
tasting drink.

• Later in 1528 , Fernan Cortes coming back To 
Spain from America brought with him some 
sacks of cocoa ,which was thes stdied with 
attention.

• After a couple of years from cocoa a delicious 
drink was obtained simply by adding sugar and 
anisette.

 

 



• Girls 

• 49’6.

• Swiss are the main 
consumers of 
chocolate in the 
world

Boys 

50,4%

Cocoa consumers 



A legend about how cocoa was 
born

The king of the gods, Jupiter  annoyed by the usual 
fruits to eat, thought to create a new one. He took 
some magic play dough and started to model it.  He 
kneaded, and kneaded and a strange pear came out. 
He already knew this kind of fruit, so started again to 
knead: an apple came out. So kept on  kneading and 
a strange fruit came out. He put the fruit in the oven. 
When it was ready, Jupiter looked at it: it was dark 
brown and smelled  good. It was mouth-watering.



Jupiter opened it and was scared: the seeds looked 
like a lot of white small teeth . Scared, he  threw the 
fruit on the ground. The fruit fell down into a rain 
forest where it was hot and rainy. So, the fruit 
became a very big and  9 metres tall plant.  Later 
some men found the plant, took its seeds, made with 
them an energetic and bitter-tasting drink. This is 
how  the drink called cocoa was born: strong as 
Jupiter and bitter -tasting as Jupiter's fear.
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Visiting “PERUGINA”  the famopus 
and ancient factory of chocolate 



Ehi! The big kiss



And now.. ready for shopping...



Walking in Perugia



Nice experience

• The trip was long but intersting, we also saw the Apennines

• At the Perugina factory we have eaten pralines and we have 
seen  the “ Ape Rugina” who explained   us all about the 
factory and  about the cocoa although we already knew a lot 
of things. We answered properly to the questions   she asked 
us  and our teachers were really satisfied.

• In Perugia we have taken the mini metro, we have gone 
upstairs  and downstairs by the  escalators...

• We have had a lot of fun  and now we are more charming, 
thanks to the chocolate KISS we have eaten there....



We enjoyed Perugia



And now...what a chocolate 
cake!!

OK, let's stop, it is enough for this year... 

Now we are going to  prepare cakes and sweets, but...

As a good chef does, we will hide our recipe....



Well ...we like chocolate



Ciococlatissimo

• This work is made by the students of 4 E and 4 F 
helped by their teachers Catia and Rossella



Bye bye bye


